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Welcome to the NDHS monthly bulletin which will keep you 
posted on what’s happening during the month.  

In 1843 the Penrith District Council was formed, 
and it took till the 12th May 1871 for the NSW 
Government Gazette to proclaim that Penrith was 
a municipality.

On Tuesday 18th July 1871, Penrith municipal 
Council met for the first time.  The meeting was 
chaired by the elected Mayor, James J Riley, and 
there were eight elected aldermen present.  This 
year marks 150 years since this historic beginning.

In the lead up to this, there were several 
Petitions to the NSW Government submitted both 
for and against Penrith becoming a municipality.

Following on from this decision, Council 
Chambers were built on the corner of Henry and 
Evan Streets.

In November 1959 Penrith was proclaimed a 
city and a crest was designed. 

Colours used in the crest include:
Dark Brown – Background of the Council of the 

City of Penrith
Light Brown –Background of sheep, unstriped 

parts of banner under fox.
Light Blue – Background to bridge, background to 

ribbon.
Dark Blue – Background to fish

Green – Background to cornucopia, leaves, some 
fruit.

150 YEARS OF PENRITH CITY COUNCIL

Reference: https://penrithhistory.com/local-government/penrith-municipal-council-1871-1959/

Reference: https://penrithhistory.com/local-government/penrith-city-council-crest-and-brand/

The Nepean District Historical Society has been 
invited by Penrith City Council to take part in this 
year’s  Celebrations.

Craig Werner and Beth Moore will give presentations 
in Speaker Sessions on the 30th June in the Library 
Theatrette. The Society is also hoping to have a 
display at the Civic Centre.

To coincide with the Society’s Open Day in 
September 2021, Penrith City Council has been invited 
to attend and showcase the 150 Years of Penrith City 
Council.

The Nepean District Historical Society took 
part in this year’s Celebrations

In 1971 to celebrate 100 Years of Penrith City 
Council, a badge was given to school children and a 
big street parade took place.
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by
Alexander and John Staats

Grim Sydney: 
The Pillory and the Gibbet 

In this article we explore the use of the pillory and gibbet as part of Sydney’s grim convict heritage. 

The Pillory
This particularly infamous form of punishment was located in the very heart of Sydney closeby the First 

Government House near the bridge that, in crossing the Tank Stream, gave Bridge Street its name. The pillory 
was an archaic form of punishment that is often confused with the ‘stocks’. Whilst the stocks were for the legs, 
the pillory fastened the hands and neck of the subject, leaving their face exposed and unprotected from the 
scorn, and projectiles, launched by passersby.

The pillory was also associated with public floggings. 
It served the purpose of fastening the accused whilst  
their back and shoulders were laid bare by the strokes 
of the cat-of-nine tails. It was not unusual for a flogging 
to be delivered in allotments. If the attending surgeon 
determined the victim could not endure further 
flagellation, the wretch could be removed, healed, 
and then sent back to have the recently sealed scars 
reopened by the lash.

One gruesome case of the use of the pillory was 
recorded by David Collins. He tells us that in 1797 a 
group of convicts found guilty of perjury were pilloried. 
In addition to being forced into a standing position 
by the mechanism of the neck stock, the pilloried 
victims had their ears nailed to the pillory’s boards. Thus 
prone, humiliated, agonised and bleeding they were 
subjected to a frenzied mob who hurled insults, dirt and 
rotten eggs.

The Gibbet
If part of the psychology of the pillory was its power to deter crime through public humiliation and exposure, 

then its significance pales in comparison with the gibbet as the ultimate form of public punishment. Whereas 
the pillory fastened you for humiliation for a defined period of time whilst you were alive, the gibbet exposed 
you - in death - to public degradation in perpetuity. Furthermore, in being withheld a Christian burial, the 
executed felon was denied any hope of salvation or peace in death. This form of punishment, used since 
antiquity, was enacted in the same spirit as ancient Roman crucifixion. The gibbet was a visible, enduring and 
palpable public reminder to all of the price of crime. It was usually located at the scene of the offence as a 
reminder of the crime committed (and its consequence). The executed criminal had their remains “hung in 
chains”, or in some cases a human-shaped cage, to hold their cadaver in place. Like a piece of ‘performance 
art’, every stage of gibbetting revealed a new and evolving spectacle of horror over weeks and years as the 
damned felon’s corpse rotted, was picked at by wild creatures, and eventually became nothing more than 
skeletal remains swinging in the breeze.

A gibbet for Sydney was installed on Pinchgut Island (the site of today’s Fort Denison), so named after the 
week long starvation punishment (hence the ‘pinch’ of the gut) of convict Thomas Hill who was interred there. 

Pillory in Charing Cross, London c. 1808, Pyne, William 
Henry; Combe, William (1904) “Pillory” in 
The Microcosm of London or London in Miniature
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An early example of the gibbet-in-use here comes from 1796. In that year one Francis Morgan was hanged, 
and then gibbetted, as a punishment for the brutal murder of Simon Raven on the North Shore. Morgan is 
reputed to have remarked to his executioner that the upside of his situation was “the superb view of the 
harbour from his high elevation”, a view that his gibbetted remains ‘enjoyed’ for a full four years after his 

execution.
Whereas the gibbet was designed to have an affective 

impact on all who witnessed it, it had a pronounced impact 
on Aboriginal people. Collins notes in 1796, that the indigenous 
people took especial fear at the sight of the gibbetted remains 
of Morgan rattling in the sea breeze and, whereas Pinchgut 
had previously been a favourite place of resort for the natives, 
they thereafter avoided the island.

Indeed, and disturbingly, the gibbet’s use was not confined 
to British felons in New South Wales but was also employed 
as a weapon of terror in the frontier war on the Hawkesbury 
against Aboriginal people defending their land from the 
encroachment of European ‘settlement’ in the 1790s. The 
Reverend George Fyshe (an ardent critic of the British 
authorities) records how, in 1795 sixty soldiers killed all the 

natives they could find and then - “the dead, they hang(ed) in gibbets, in terrorem”.  Collins later confirmed a 
number of deaths in that military operation, but noted their bodies could not be found, indicating either that 
the gibbetting order was not fully carried out, or that Aboriginal relatives of the slain had removed their kinsfolk 
from the gibbets.

Another prominent use of the gibbet was in 1804 in 
response to the Vinegar (Castle) Hill Irish convict uprising. 
Particular vengeful relish was taken by the authorities 
in the wake of the failed rebellion with two of the Irish 
ringleaders being gibbetted - William Johnston and 
Samuel Humes  - and whose remains were hanged in 
chains at Parramatta.

In 1834 the English statute that permitted gibbetting 
was formally repealed. This means that William Mooney 
and John White, who were gibbetted at Goulburn plains 
in 1831, were probably the last to endure this form of 
public punishment. In 1833 their skeletal remains were 
encountered by ‘the humane governor’, Richard Bourke 
who, shocked and revolted by the spectacle, ordered 
them to be taken down. The image here (below), 
however, demonstrates that, although removed from 
public sight, these poor pariahs remain in their gibbets 
for sometime after.

Thankfully, the gibbets and pillory have long since 
vanished under the buildings of modern Sydney. In the 
next article we examine the gibbet’s bleak counterpart 
- public hangings - and investigate the location(s) and 
use of the gallows in Sydney’s grim heritage.

Humes and Johnston’s gibbetted remains, 
Detail  (1804).  [Convict uprising at Castle Hill, 
1804].  http://nla.gov.au/nla.obj-135226428

Photograph of the skeleton and chains used to gibbet a 
man convicted of murder and hanged at Goulburn, Taken 
between 1876 and 1877? (1876). SLNSW
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HISTORY FOR COOL KIDS

Hamilton Hume and William Hovell are two 
of Australia's most accomplished and amusing 
explorers.

Their exploits included many highly comic 
moments, including the time Hume threatened to 
throw Hovell into the Murray River, and the time 
they went to Corio Bay, which Hovell told everyone 
was Western Port Bay because of his poor sense of 
direction — an excellent quality for an explorer to 
have.

But the incident which was not only revelatory 
of the pressures and challenges of the exploring 
lifestyle, but would have made a great scene in 
the 20th century US TV show, “I Love Lucy”, was an 
infamous frying pan fight.

This happened when relations between the intrepid 
pair reached an all-time low, with Hovell sick of 
Hume constantly making him cross rivers and Hume 
tired of Hovell stumbling around aimlessly bumping 
into trees and so forth.

An argument over the best way to proceed when 
they ran up against a mountain - Hume most likely 
thinking they should walk around it and Hovell 
probably wanting to bang his head against it 'till it fell 
over — became heated, and the explorers decided 
the only way to move forward was to split up.

Understandably, they divided up their provisions.  
Less understandably, the resolved to cut their tent 
in half.  But the real brawl was over the expedition's 
frying pan, which was apparently of great 
sentimental value to these two pioneering cretins.

They fought over it — and I don't mean they 
argued, I mean they stood in the wide Australian 
outback, each having hold of one side of the pan, 
pulling furiously.

In the end, the pan fell into two pieces, and one 
man took the pan itself, the other taking the handle.  
What the one who got the handle thought he was 
going to do with a frying pan handle with no frying 
pan attached, historians can only speculate on, but I 
suppose it was a kind of moral trophy.

If they had time, they probably would have drawn 
a line down the middle of the Great Dividing Range 
and ordered each other to stay on their own side.

Later on, Hovell rejoined Hume when, in a rare 
interlude of self-awareness, he realised he'd stuffed 
up, but history had already been illuminated by the 
glorious petulance of two of Australia's most irritatingly 
half-witted explorers.

Reference: https://www.abc.net.au/news/2016-
08-07/the-5-funniest-moments-in-australian-
history/7532020?nw=0

Reference:  Error Australis by Ben Pobjie
Images:  Samuel Calvert, c.1873 / State Library of 

Victoria and Oswald H. Allen / State Library of New 
South Wales.

Hume and Hovell’s Frypan Fight

Hamilton Hume

William Hovell
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 OUT OF THE PAST

MULGOA FAIR - PLAZA DISPLAY
Our society took part in the display at the Plaza 

in Penrith, organised by the Mulgoa Fair 1973 
Committee, on 4th and 5th October.

Mr and Mrs Downes organised displays of 
photographs, clothing and early household 
equipment and great interest was shown in everything 
from hair curlers to a unique rat trap.

Mr Ray Piper exhibited the coins which had been 
unearthed from the Inn, together with various types 
of bricks and old shingles, and it was an excellent 
advertisement for our society to see a number of 
members wearing period costume.

Also on display was Mr Reg Broadbent’s corn planter 
and this was notable as being the oldest known farn 
implement in Australia.

We were also able to sell a number of the Society’s 
publications and, it was most rewarding to see so 
much interest displayed in the things of the past, and 
the society’s activities.

Reproduced from the October 1973 Society 
Newsletter.

       NDHS ANNUAL LUNCH 2021

It was a great lunch and presentation at 
O'Donoghues on Saturday 19th June after having the 
previous annual lunch cancelled.

Our guest speaker, Christine Yeats, gave an 
incredible insight into the transportation of convicts 
to other parts of the world other than Australia.

She spoke about the Hulks in England and Ireland 
and the transportation of convicts to the Americas, 
Canada, Africa and Australia.

It was a most informative talk as I guess most of us 
in the room had only focused on the history of the 
transportation to Australia.

                       
  What’s on at the Inn 
   

    Friday 2nd July  
BMACHO Committee Meeting

                             Sunday 18th July 
Plant Sale

                            Wednesday 21st July 
Ku-ring-gai Historical Society

Morning Tea & Tour

                             Thursday 22nd July 
Penrith Christian School

                             Saturday 24th July 
NDHS Meeting 

                             Wednesday 28th July 
Lawson Catholic Church

 Over 50’s Group Morning Tea & Tour
   
        Thursday 29th July 

Holy Spirit Primary School

Christine Yeats talking with Richard Nutt

Blue Mountains &
Penrith District Orchid Society

Winter Show 3rd & 4th July 2021
Open Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 10am-3pm

Girl Guides’ Hall,
Cnr. Great Western Hwy & Nepean St,

Emu Plains
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‘History walks’ programme 2021
All on Saturdays. Walks led by Doug Knowles and 

Greg Nowland.
EASY gradients. Firm underfoot. 1 1/2 hours 

average.
MEDIUM. Short steep sections, some rough 

sections. 2 hours average.
HARD. Steep, rough, 4 to 5 kilometres. 3 hours plus 

average.
July 10 1.30 pm “The Mountains Murders”:
EASY Captain Lee Weller’s murder site and first 

grave. Also rock inscriptions.
July 31 9.00 am “Faulconbridge Steam Sawmill 

Site”:
HARD  Engine remnants, huge boiler and other 

relics. Operated 1914-1925.
Adults: $10.00 Accompanied Children under 16yrs: 
free. Bookings are essential: Phone Doug on 4751 
3275
(Please allow the phone to ring longer than usual) 
for details re: meeting place, time and grade of 
walk.
Good walking shoes are essential. Please bring a 
hat and drinking water. (No dogs please.)
Bad weather on the day: Excessive wind or rain 
could cause cancellation due to hazardous 
conditions.
For a copy of the full program please see Trish 
Montgomery.

U3A Movies at the 
School of the Arts

Saturday 24th July 7:30pm

Stan and Ollie

Winter Show 3rd & 4th July 2021
Open Sat 9am-5pm, Sun 10am-3pm

Girl Guides’ Hall,
Cnr. Great Western Hwy & Nepean St,

Emu Plains NSW

OUT AND ABOUT

On Wednesday 23rd June the Arms of Australia Inn 
Museum hosted a morning tea and tour for the South 
West TPI Social Group.

The morning was a bit chilly but the group under 
the awning in the brilliant sunshine were comfortable 
and well catered for. 

From all reports the group enjoyed themselves and 
were happy with their visit.

Volunteer Ted Nowak telling the group about the 
history of the inn.  

Open Day Raffle
Tickets are available now for a chance to win a 

quilt, a bottle of top shelf Scotch and a beautifully 
presented hamper of wine and chocolates amd a  
deep fryer.  

All have been kindly donated to the Society by 
the Caring Hearts Quilters, Jim Mason, Jan Ford and 
Rachel Wong.

Tickets are $1.00 each or 3 for $2.00

General Monthly Meeting
Saturday 24th july 2021 at 1pm

Register Your Contact Details:  Masks are 
discretionary:  Please Bring a Plate: 

Be Cautious Social Distance: Stay Safe.

Plants For Sale
Every 3rd Sunday from 1pm to 4pm



Museum Opening Hours 
Monday, Wednesday & Thursday 9am to 2pm
Sunday by Appointment.

Meetings
The NDHS meets on the 4th Saturday of each month 
with a guest speaker at 1pm on the premises, Cnr. of 
Great Western Highway & Gardenia St, Emu Plains.

Please note that the inn alarm is 
now on.
If you can’t make your duty day, 
please change with somebody 
who can.
Please remember to sign in the 
diary in the meeting room, and 
write any information in the diary. 
pertinent to your time on duty.

Raffle Prizes
The society always needs raffle 
prizes, so if you can help in 
providing some, please take them 
to the inn.

Birthday Wishes to the following 
members
Elaine, Sue, Edger, Ted, Pirjo, Gaye
 

Contributions for the next Bulletin to - trishmontgomery1970@gmail.com

  Email     info@armsofaustraliainn.org.au
  Phone    During opening hours  02 4735 4394
  President     Craig Werner   0417 271 328
  Vice President    Ken Wright   0407 473 530
  Secretary/Editor                 Trish Montgomery 0402 086 088
  Treasurer/Public Officer   Harry May   02 4732 1520
  Museum Manager   Ted Nowak   0451 035 185
  Business Manager   Jenny Hotop  02 4735 1654 
  Site Manager    Anthony Grainge  02 4731 2303
  Ordinary Committee Member  Richard Nutt   0407 014 157
   Lantern Tours    Craig Werner   0417 271 328
     or email:      craigj10@bigpond.com
  Heritage Advisory Rep.                  Beth Moore              02 4735 1734
  Speakers     Richard Nutt                  0407 014 157
  Books, Photography  Anthony Grainge  02 4731 2303

  

Contacts

On a lighter note

Disclaimer: Views and opinions expressed in articles in this Bulletin are those of the contributor and not the 
views of the Nepean District Historical Society.

Two little boys were at sitting together in a church 
during a wedding ceremony.

As the couple said “I do”, one of the little boys 
leaned over to the other and asked, “I wonder how 
many wives can a man have?”

The second little boy looked at his friend like he was 
an idiot and said, “He can have 16 wives.”

“How do you know that?” The first little boy asked.
“Weren’t you listening? The Priest just said it. Four 

better, four worse, four richer, and four poorer.”

Quote
‘Tis the season to be freezin’. 
   Trish Montgomery

Riddle
Mr Red lives in the red house, Mr Blue lives in the blue 

house, Mrs Pink lives in the pink house? 
Who lives in the white house?

Answer to last Month’s Riddle  A shirt or a jumper


